Understanding neuronal systems in movement control using Wiener/Volterra kernels: a dominant feature analysis.
Although Volterra kernels have been extensively applied in modelling and analysis of biological systems, the relationship between the kernel characteristics and physiologically important features under study is still not revealed clearly. In this study, the link between Volterra kernels and dynamic response of neural systems which control animal movements was investigated and demonstrated using a dominant feature analysis. The new results show an effective but simplified method to use Volterra or Wiener kernels to understand and classify the neural systems which are responsible for the fundamental movements such as flexion and extension of animal limbs, and importantly demonstrate how the neuron pathways in locusts control joint activities of low and high frequency and perform fundamental joint movements such as position, velocity and acceleration. These results provide a useful insight into the nonlinear characteristics of neural systems in movement control and show a useful approach to the analysis of physiological systems using Volterra/Wiener kernels.